THE CHRIST HYMN AS A SONG FOR LEADERS
MARK E. HARDGROVE, D.MIN.

Through the use of hymn and homology, as well as the rhetorical dramatic use of language,
Paul is able to illustrate the appropriate attitude for the believer. He also provides, through the
example of Christ, a rubric for Christian leadership: humility, selflessness, and servanthood.
This approach stands in contrast to the prevailing cultural context of the recipients of the epistle,
and continues to be a powerful statement on a leadership paradigm that challenges many
traditional leadership models. A socio-rhetorical examination of the text reveals as many
questions as answers. Those questions challenge the exegete to take a broader view that takes
into consideration the implications of the text in light of the prevailing culture of Philippi in the
first century, as well as that of the twenty-first century. This text, in light of contemporary culture,
is a corrective comment for modern human leadership endeavors.

Philippians 2:5-11 is a beautiful summation of the doctrines of Christ’s deity,
incarnation, sacrificial death, resurrection, and exaltation. 1 It should be among one of
the most celebrated texts in scripture, but because of theological controversies
surrounding this text, 2 it has not ascended to the heights of the Twenty-Third Psalm or
the Lord’s Prayer as a liturgical text. One reason for the absence of Philippians 2:5-11 in
such lofty company is the numerous theological controversies and exegetical
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conundrums that surround it. Hawthorn notes, “It quickly becomes apparent . . . that
although much has been written on these verses there is little that can be agreed
upon.” 3
Unfortunately, the hymn has suffered much in the hands and minds of scholars,
skeptics, and saints. In form criticism, this text is identified as an early Christian hymn,
perhaps one of the very earliest Christian examples of this form. 4 Once identified as a
particular form, it is often stripped from its context and put under the microscope of
anachronistic interpretation with little consideration of the intent of Paul in quoting the
hymn. Murphy-O’Conner, for example, attempts to interpret the hymn independent of its
Pauline context. 5 Many have become so focused on breaking it down, dissecting, and
fleshing out the nuances in the hymn that they have divorced it from Pauline
Christology. More recently scholars have begun to consider the context and function of
the hymn in the epistle, 6 as well as the socio-rhetorical function employed by Paul in
using this hymn. 7 This approach provides needed balance to the atomistic approach of
earlier form-critical scholars and opens up important theological considerations that go
beyond the text and into intent and social impact. From this perspective, important
leadership lessons can be gleaned.
Understood against the social backdrop of first-century Philippi and the rhetorical
intent of Paul, the hymn gains new life as a fitting lesson in leadership and the
importance of the willingness to embrace the example (mind/attitude) of Christ, even
when (or especially when) it runs counter to popular and religious culture. 8
I. THE STRUCTURE OF THE HYMN
From Johannes Weis (1899) to the present, there is much agreement this text is
a hymn of the early church. However, a minority maintain that it is of Pauline authorship,
representing “exalted prose” and is not necessarily a hymn at all. For example, Fee
asserts that despite the majority of scholarship that view this text as a hymn, “it almost
certainly is not.” 9 Even Silva, who views this passage as hymn, admits that “one can
hardly prove that verse 6-11, in whole or part, constitute a formal poem or hymn.”10
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Gloer, who provides a synopsis of sixteen common elements of a Christian
hymn, maintains that Philippians 2:6-11 qualifies as a Christ hymn. Notably, it
contains language that is rare for the author, for example, the single biblical occurrence
of ρπαγμν is found in this text, as well as the two uses of μορφ which occur only in this
passage (vv. 6, 7) in the New Testament. In addition, the passage contains a chiastic
structure, demonstrates antithesis use of the relative clause introduced by os, and it can
be divided into verses or strophes, which are other common elements of a hymn.
Therefore, Fee notwithstanding, I would agree with the majority view that this is,
in fact, a Christ hymn. A “Christ hymn,” says Gloer, “is defined as a passage ‘whose
contents deal with Christ and His work (mostly his humiliation and exaltation),’” 12 and
this passage certainly does that.
As to how this hymn is structured, Lohmeyer’s 13 six three-line stanzas is useful.
11

6 Who, being in very nature God,
did not consider equality with God
something to be grasped,
7 but made himself nothing,
taking the very nature of a servant,
being made in human likeness.
8 And being found in appearance as a man,
he humbled himself
and became obedient to death—even death on a cross!
9 Therefore God exalted him to the highest place
and gave him the name
that is above every name,
10 that at the name of Jesus
every knee should bow,
in heaven and on earth and under the earth,
11 and every tongue confess
that Jesus Christ is Lord,
to the glory of God the Father.
11
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Corne` Bekker illustrates the chiastic structure of this passage as shown in figure
1. 14

A

Christ Jesus is God (vv 5-6a)
B

He descended to earth and became subservient to humanity (vv 6b-7)
C

B
A

He died a horrible death (v 8)

He ascended to heaven and became a superior to humanity (v 9)

Jesus Christ is acknowledged as God (vv. 10-11)

Figure 1. The chiastic structure of Philippians 2:5-11. Reproduced by permission from
Corne` J. Bekker 2006.

II. EXEGESIS OF THE HYMN
Verse 5
The exegetical maze begins at verse 5 where the Greek phrase, τοτο φρονετε ν
μν κα ν Χριστ ησο (Your attitude should be the same as that of Christ Jesus) leaves
open several questions. First, is φρονετε passive or active? Is the believer exhorted to
simply allow this mind or attitude of Christ to come upon them, or are they to actively
embrace this attitude? According to Melick, “Most Greek texts have the active form, and
that is the better reading.” 15 However, Hawthorn 16 takes the position that the passive
form should be preferred. Melick notes Hawthorn’s minority opinion and adds, “Almost
no one agrees with him.” 17 The significance of the active over the passive is that that
active indicates that Paul is instructing the Philippian believers to do “this,” to think like
Jesus with respect to their relationships with others. Whereas the passive view is that
the mind of Christ is already resident within them as believers and all that is required is
to allow it operate within them.
14
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A second question is what is meant by μν κα ν Χριστ ησο (as that of Christ
Jesus). Is this phrase advocating that they discern and adopt the same mindset that
Christ had, or does it mean that as believers the mind of Christ that is already in them
should be the standard for their attitude and conduct? A rather awkward translation
adopting the active view has been proposed by Silva: “Think among yourselves as it is
necessary to think in view of your corporate union with Christ.” 18
One thing seems certain, verse 5 is intended to link the hymn to previous
instruction concerning unity. MacLeod posits that τοτο (this) points back to verses 1-4, 19
meaning that they were to have the mind of Christ that Paul has described in those
verses.
If you have any encouragement from being united with Christ, if any comfort from
his love, if any fellowship with the Spirit, if any tenderness and compassion, then
make my joy complete by being like-minded, having the same love, being one in
spirit and purpose. Do nothing out of selfish ambition or vain conceit, but in
humility consider others better than yourselves. Each of you should look not only
to your own interests, but also to the interests of others. 20
In MacLeod’s view, verse 6-8 represent an illustration of the attitude of Christ
bathed in humility, as do the examples of Timothy and Epaphroditus. 21 Thus, the
purpose of the passage is to affect the attitudes or the mindset of the Philippian
believers.
Verse 6
6 Who, being in very nature God,
did not consider equality with God
something to be grasped,
Verse 6 also holds two issues of debate. The first is the meaning of μορφ
(nature) and the second is the meaning and result of the word ρπαγμν (to be grasped).
Since the exposition of J. B. Lightfoot in 1886, many commentators have adopted
his view that μορφ referred to the essential nature of something or someone without
respect to the outward manifestation. It is, as such, a metaphysical nature. 22 Silva notes
this is the classical use of the term as it was technically used in Aristotelian
philosophy. 23 If μορφ is used in the classical sense in this passage, then Paul
understands it to mean that by “being in the form of” Jesus was “the expression of the
divine essence.” 24 It is not as much as statement about the external form but of
18
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essential attributes. This then, is as explicit a statement on the deity of Jesus as can be
found in scripture. Furthermore, Melick points out that the “nature of God” parallels the
phrase “equality with God.” 25
However, others such as Hawthorn 26 and Bandstra 27 have rejected the classical
usage in favor of a Jewish background for interpretation. From this perspective, μορφ is
used by Paul as a reference to Adam being formed in the image and likeness of God.
As such, it says nothing of the deity of Jesus, but is further evidence of his humanity.
Robbins observes, “From one angle, the NT writings exhibit an invasion of Hebrew Bible
discourse into Mediterranean biographical historiography, epistle, and apocalypse.
From another angle, they exhibit an invasion of Mediterranean biographical
historiography, epistle, and apocalypse into Hebrew Bible discourse.” 28
Context, however, prevails as Paul intends to communicate the ultimate act of
humility and obedience, namely, Deity who empties himself, takes on human form,
becomes a servant, and dies an ignominious death. There is, as the chiastic structure
illustrates, an intention on the part of Paul to begin at the highest point, Deity in every
sense of the Word, and then show the depth of humility through a downward
progression to servanthood (δολου, “slave”) and ultimately death itself, on a cross, no
less. Out of that humility and obedience Jesus is exalted by the Father, restored to his
rightful place, the “highest place,” and given a name above every name, so that every
knee will bow and every tongue confess that Jesus is Lord. Out of this drama, God the
Father is glorified through his Son.
It is worth noting that Paul may have been intimately familiar with dramatic
productions during that time. An article on the word σκηνοποιο (often translated
“tentmaker”) in A Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament and Other Early
Christian Literature is very intriguing. In this article, the author notes that this word
occurs only once in the New Testament (Acts 18:3), and can be found in extra-biblical
sources only twice in the writings of Pollux (7, 189) and Hermes (515, 10f=Stob. I, 464,
7f). In Pollux, it refers to “one who moved stage properties” or a “manufacturer of stage
properties.” In Hermes, the word is used “to express production for a dwelling
appropriate for the soul.” 29
Why challenge the prevailing view that Paul was a tentmaker? First, because
there is no compelling reason for adopting this translation, and second, because there is
also no compelling reason for rejecting the use of σκηνοποιο by Pollux. Some have
argued that Jews did not attend such productions and such a conscientious Jew, such
as Paul, would not have engaged in such an association with the theater. However, it is
25
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also believed that Jews did not attend the Roman games, and yet Paul appears to have
an intimate knowledge of and appreciation for athletic events.
Why is this important? It suggests that Paul was very familiar with the rhetorical
use of language in spoken form and knew firsthand the power of the structure of
language to affect an audience. Robbins argues that too often the biblical scholar is
focused on the grammatical textual aspects of the scripture and therefore one forgets
that this was predominately an oral/rhetorically oriented culture (the Epistles were
written to be read in the churches), and we may be missing something by not hearing
the scriptures. 30
This may also be an insight into why Paul would be fond of using hymns,
homologies, doxologies, and other forms of rhetorical recitations as important parts of
his epistles. It also suggests that Paul had a heightened appreciation of the drama of
the life and death of Christ, and how that drama continues to be lived in the lives of
believers.
In order for this drama to unfold, Jesus had to voluntarily empty himself by
becoming a servant. Verse 6 states, οχ ρπαγμν γσατο τ εναι σα θε (did not consider it
robbery to be equal with God). 31 The word ρπαγμν, used only here in scripture, creates
as many questions as answers. Is the word talking about actively grasping (robbery) or
is it referring to holding on to something one already has? The meaning is negated by
the word οχ (not). Should the Greek be translated, as the Authorized Version does, to
say Jesus did “not consider it robbery to be equal with God”? Or should it be translated
as the NIV does, to say that Jesus “did not consider equality with God something to be
grasped”? (Presumably meaning, “grasped and held on to.”) Wilson concludes, Jesus
“emptied himself of self by allowing the outward expression of his deity to become that
of a servant rather than that of glorified deity.” 32
Verse 7
7 but made himself nothing,
taking the very nature of a servant,
being made in human likeness.
Verse 7 also introduces questions. Specifically the word κνωσεν, translated
“made of himself nothing” from the root κενω (to empty) which is from κενς (empty),
gives rise to the question: What did Jesus empty himself of? The rest of the verse,
through verse 8, defines the κνωσεν. “It includes all the details of humiliation which
follow, and is defined by these. Further definition belongs to speculative theology.” 33
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Jesus was deity in essence and form, but he “made himself nothing, by taking
the very nature of a servant, being made human in likeness.” This was a voluntary act
by Christ in which he relinquished divine rights to assume a servant’s role and take on
the likeness of humanity.
Verse 8
8 And being found in appearance as a man,
he humbled himself
and became obedient to death—even death on a cross!
In verse 8, the full measure of Jesus’ attitude of self-abnegation, servanthood,
humility, and obedience is completely exhausted. Bruce says “the rock bottom of
humiliation was reached.” 34 He became “obedient to death.”
Silva believes that the phrase “even death on a cross” is an insertion by Paul into
the hymn for the purpose of emphasis, 35 meaning, not just that Jesus died, but he died
one of the most degrading forms of death known to the Roman world. However, Bruce
disagrees that it is Paul’s insertion, arguing instead that this phrase is essential to the
sense and the rhythm of the hymn 36 and is therefore original to hymn that Paul quotes.
Verses 9-11
9 Therefore God exalted him to the highest place
and gave him the name
that is above every name,
10 that at the name of Jesus
every knee should bow,
in heaven and on earth and under the earth,
11 and every tongue confess
that Jesus Christ is Lord,
to the glory of God the Father.
These verses depict the exaltation of Christ following his humiliation. The word
“therefore” (Gk. , meaning, “consequently”) suggests that this exaltation was a
response by the Father for the obedience of the Son. However, it might be also be
translated, “subsequently,” implying that the exaltation was the next step in the
34
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progression and therefore not a reward, but a rightful restoration to the natural (μορφν)
state of being.
III. THE MESSAGE OF THE HYMN TO THE PHILIPPIAN BELIEVERS
By employing a hymn, Paul was incorporating the power of the homology (early
Christian confessions) of the faith community, and hymn (a homology set to music) that
the believers in Philippi would be familiar with, to make a powerful point concerning the
proper attitude of a representative of Christ. Bekker notes that such hymns had three
functions in the early church, “[T]hey were employed in mutual teaching of new converts
by antiphonal singing (Bruce and Simpson 1957, 285), they were the preferred medium
of theological training (Selwyn 1969, 274) and they served as mnemonic, pedagogical
devices in the formation of communal members (Guthrie, 1970, 551).” 37
Bekker looks at the social context of the Philippians, noting the obsession of that
society with upward mobility and social status in Philippi. This very attitude had invaded
the church, as evidenced by Paul’s words in 1:15-17:
It is true that some preach Christ out of envy and rivalry, but others out of
goodwill. The latter do so in love, knowing that I am put here for the defense of
the gospel. The former preach Christ out of selfish ambition, not sincerely,
supposing that they can stir up trouble for me while I am in chains. 38
As well as 2:3, “Do nothing out of selfish ambition or vain conceit, but in humility
consider others better than yourselves.” Paul’s exhortation not to operate out of selfish
ambition and vain conceit suggests that this was already a problem in the church. The
believers were not behaving as the counter-culture that they were called to be, but they
had become enmeshed in the social and cultural ethos of the pagan community around
them.
The purpose of Paul’s use of the hymn, then, is to challenge the Philippian
believers to follow the example of Jesus, to empty themselves of “envy and rivalry,”
“selfish-ambition,” and “vain conceit” and be filled instead with the attitude of Christ, who
is the ultimate example of self-renunciation, humility, obedience, and service. This, and
not demanding one’s rights and privileges, is the road to the approbation of the Father
and the hope of eternal reward, including our exaltation (cf. 2 Tim. 2:12; Rev. 2:26-28,
3:21, 5:10).
Paul makes a similar statement in Galatians 5:22-26, referring to what he calls
the fruit of the Spirit:
But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness,
faithfulness, gentleness and self-control. Against such things there is no law.
Those who belong to Christ Jesus have crucified the sinful nature with its
passions and desires. Since we live by the Spirit, let us keep in step with the
Spirit. Let us not become conceited, provoking and envying each other. 39
37
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The parallel of the Christ hymn may not be obvious at first, but Paul is also
challenging the Galatian believers to avoid conceit, provocation, and envy (v. 26).
Rejecting this lifestyle is done by those who “belong to Christ” and therefore have
“crucified the sinful nature with its passions and desires.” That is, they have emptied
themselves of those passions and desires, which are evident in “conceit, provocation
and envy,” and have instead been filled with the “fruit of the Spirit” and therefore
exemplify the attitude of Christ.
IV. THE MIND OF CHRIST IN THE MIND OF THE LEADER
Some of the would-be leaders of Philippi (as well as at Galatia) were driven by
selfish ambition, that is, they had their own personal agendas, which had less to do with
humility than it did with pride, and less to do with serving than it did with being served.
They were guilty of envy and rivalry with one another, all while claiming to preach
Christ.
However, far from building up the church, or expanding the kingdom of God, they
were merely mirroring their surrounding environment when they should have
exemplified Christ. Paul provides the example of Christ in this hymn as a “mimetic
Christological model.” 40 In taking on the mind of Christ, they would be the types of
leaders who would be effective in expanding the kingdom and in glorifying God. Agosto
states that “humble sacrifice on behalf of the community is what Paul requires of leaders
and all believers in Philippi.” 41
Through the years of leadership study, there have been those who have studied
“great leaders,” and many of these so-called great leaders were ambitious, envious, and
conceited. Indeed, these attributes are sometimes identified in what is called
charismatic leadership. 42 Such leadership, while sometimes proving beneficial in an
organization, is noted for the abuses as much for its success. Leaders like Hitler,
Hussein, Manson, and Jim Jones come to mind as negative examples of this leadership
style.
Existing in such a competitive global market as organizations are experiencing in
this era, a competitive spirit and an “eye of the tiger” mentality are often desirable
attributes in CEO candidates. However, after abuses in Enron and other business and
political enterprises at the highest levels of leadership, there is a growing chorus of
voices who would like to see more humility in the leader and a servant-leader
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mentality. 43 One leadership management and change consultant observed,
”I sense that there is a mood change when it comes to effective leadership. Hugely
charismatic individuals with exceptional communication skills are being replaced by
people who are finding their voice and, by virtue of their humility and quiet will, are
inspiring others to find their voices.” 44
The observations of this consultant are precisely what Paul is promoting—people
who inspire others, not by virtue of ego and ambition, but by virtue of “humility and quiet
will” encourage others to “realize their potential, and to make a difference.” 45 As a
trainer he says that what really annoys him “is the arrogant, unteachable spirit.” Not only
does such a person resist learning, he or she often impedes the learning of others
around them.
Morris, Brotheridge, and Urbaniski define humility by three distinct, yet connected
dimensions: (1) self-awareness—understanding one’s own strengths and weaknesses,
(2) openness—open to new ideas and ways of knowing, and (3) transcendence—
exceeding one’s usual limits so that one can forge a connection to a larger
perspective. 46
When considering the attributes that Paul lists as the example of Jesus gave the
church—servanthood, humility, obedience—one finds that there are some current
leadership models that approach that example. Servant leadership, for example, is one
such model. Russell and Stone’s literature review identified nine functional attributes of
servant-leadership:
1. Vision
2. Honesty
3. Integrity
4. Trust
5. Service
6. Modeling
7. Pioneering
8. Appreciation of others
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9. Empowerment 47
Dennis and Winston produced an analysis of Page and Wong’s servant
leadership instrument, which produced twelve categories, with the first three—“integrity,
humility, and servanthood”—seen as fitting the “personality (being/character)
component of the servant-leadership instrument.” 48 These three categories, especially
humility and servanthood, are clearly seen in the Christ hymn.
Likewise, Dennis and Bocarnea analyze the leadership assessment instrument
developed by Patterson, 49 and find support for five of her seven factors. Her factors are:
(1) agapao love, (2) acts with humility, (3) is altruistic, (4) is visionary for the followers,
(5) is trusting, (6) is serving, and (7) empowers followers.50
The analysis of Dennis and Bocarnea supported five of the seven factors but
“failed to measure the factors of altruism and service.” 51 Love, humility, vision, trust, and
empowering others remain viable factors in the servant leadership model and, therefore,
the servant leadership model is closely aligned with the example of Jesus in the Christ
hymn. There is, however, perhaps one more rung on the ladder as one descends
toward leadership.
Hjalmarson notes that servant leadership is about more than serving. He quotes
an unknown source as saying, “We have many leaders who serve . . . what we need
are servants who lead.” 52 This level of leadership enters into the realm of kenosis, that
is, of emptying one’s self so as to become more receptive. Frederiks, who explores the
implications of kenosis in the field of missiology, defines kenosis as the “voluntary act of
self-emptying of that enables people to cross boundaries of power, caste, class, culture
and religion.” 53
To go to the kenotic level is risky. Frederiks notes that it embraces the risk of
rejection, of suffering, and of having to give up pre-conceived ideas. “But taking the risk
is necessary, in order to be truly other.” 54 The willingness to take this risk requires trust,
both trusting the followers and trust in God. Many leaders never descend to greatness
in leadership because they do not trust those who follow enough to lift them above
themselves. Jesus took the risk and was rejected, yet in the act of obedience and
humility he was triumphant and ultimately exalted.
How does kenotic leadership translate into practice? It is a leadership that
models the right behavior, empowers others, and engenders trust by promoting and
praising others. It is leadership that knows what needs to be done and is willing to roll
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up one’s sleeves to get into the trenches with the employees to get it done. It is a
leadership that maintains core values without sacrificing care and compassion for
others. It is a leadership that can receive correction with grace, even when the
corrective voice comes from the followers who trust the leader enough to voice
correction. Finally, this leadership is motivated by the good of the people and the
organization, and not by selfish ambitions and vain conceit.
The Philippian believers needed this letter of correction and counsel, and it is a
very applicable model for modern leadership as well.
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A Choice Collection of Hymns and Spiritual Songs: intended for the edification of sincere Christians of all denominations #XLII. A
Collection of Hymns and Prayers, for Public and Private Worship #119.Â Because of the two-fold function of the hymn as both present
declaration and future hope, the hymn can be used in a variety of ways throughout the liturgical year and throughout the worship
service. Some suggestions areÂ Christ the King Sunday: this lesser known liturgical marker is the last Sunday before Advent begins,
and is a time in which the church declares Christ to be king over all. The hymn â€œAll Creatures of our God and Kingâ€ offers a
beautiful tie-in to both the theme of kingship and unity of the church. Christ be my teacher in age as in youth, drifting or doubting, for he
is the truth. Grant me to trust him, though shifting as sand, doubt cannot daunt me; in Jesus I stand. Christ be my Savior in calm as in
strife; death cannot hold me, for he is the life. Nor darkness nor doubting nor sin and its stain can touch my salvation: with Jesus I reign.
(1926-). Download the song in PDF format for printout etc. Download the song in RTF format for editing etc. Hardgrove views the Christ
hymn as a song for leaders (Hardgrove, 2008). The Christ hymn has had significant study over the centuries. Topics arising from the
text include: (a) whether or not the passage constitutes a hymn or is merely illustrative language by the author, (b) whether or not the
portion clearly delineates the truth that Jesus represented the fullness of God or was fully God, (c) whether or not Jesus completely
emptied himself of all aspects of deity or merely subjugated his divine characteristics.Â He laid aside the form of God. In so doing, He
did not divest Himself of His divine nature. The change was a change of state: the form of a servant for the form of God. His personality
continued the same. His self-emptying was not self-extinction, nor was the divine Being changed into a mere man. A hymn is a type of
song, usually religious, specifically written for the purpose of adoration or prayer, and typically addressed to a deity or deities, or to a
prominent figure or personification. The word hymn derives from Greek á½•Î¼Î½Î¿Ï‚ (hymnos), which means "a song of praise". A writer
of hymns is known as a hymnist. The singing or composition of hymns is called hymnody. Collections of hymns are known as hymnals
or hymn books. Hymns may or may not include instrumental accompaniment. Songs are for soloists, hymns are for the people. The
other difference is that songs tend to reflect basic meaning of love or faith. Hymns tend to be scripture based and loaded with
theology.Â In our mass services, there is room for several styles. (actually our music leader plays traditional hymns as â€˜ loud,
thunderous musicâ€™ on the organ. but thats another discussion). Once a month I get to play during Catholic mass with two folk guitars
and single voice leading the congregation. Iâ€™ll sometimes select â€˜oldâ€™ organ hymns if they reinforce the scriptures of the
day.Â The Music Director chooses hymns and songs in a variety of genres and from a variety of time periods. In fact, we have a
rehearsal tonight, and among the songs we will be practicing are

